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Frank's Blog
Men’s Health Awareness Month- November

November is Men’s Health Awareness Month with

International Men’s Day falling on November 19th.

Men’s Health Awareness Month is dedicated to

bringing awareness to a wide range of men’s health

issues. As we focus on men this month, we can’t

ignore that men tend to be more reluctant to seek

help or treatment for their mental health struggles.

In comparison to women, men are almost half as

likely to report seeking professional help for their

mental health concerns (Oliver et al., 2005). 
Masculinity as a barrier to mental health
Why do men avoid seeking help for mental

health concerns? While a range of factors

contribute, one of the most dominant factors is

the concept of masculinity and how some

definitions of masculinity conflict with seeking

help for mental struggles. Seeking help often

means having to rely on others, admit there is a

problem, and express emotions, but these

behaviors can conflict with societal messages

about masculinity, such as “men are self-reliant

and tough” and “men don’t express emotions”

(Cole & Ingram, 2011). 

The conflict between masculinity and seeking treatment was highlighted in a study on
men’s attitudes to mental health (Ellis et al., 2013). When asked about seeking help,
participants consistently stated that seeking help conflicted with cultural notions of
what it means to be a man. For instance, one participant stated, “...[Talking about
your problems] is not a thing that’s really accepted. 
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Frank's Blog
Men’s Health Awareness Month- November

In light of these barriers, how can the mental health
field provide treatment options that fit the needs of
men? One option is online mental health
treatment. In the same study on men's attitudes to
mental health, men expressed a strong willingness
to use the internet to find mental health support
(Ellis et al., 2013). A similar study found that men
preferred treatment options in which they had
control over the direction of their treatment and in
which they learned specific skills and tools they
could practice and use to solve problems (Seidler
et al., 2018). 

 
Seeking help via the internet can provide anonymity and feelings of self-directed

help that don't clash with someone's sense of masculinity. Types of therapies, such

as Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT), may be particularly suitable for men since

CBT focuses on current problems and provides specific tools and techniques that

can be used to solve them.

Given the societal pressures, cultural norms, and beliefs that make men reluctant to

seek treatment and address their mental health concerns, there is a critical need to

provide mental health treatment options that appeal to men. Many local resources

are providing counselling services online. Providing better treatment options and

engaging men in seeking out these treatments is not only beneficial to improving the

lives of the many men secretly struggling with mental health but is necessary to

prevent the devastating and deadly consequences of ignoring mental health

problems.
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What is Potential Place?
What do we Do?
Calgary's Potential Place offers people with chronic mental illnesses access to

various supports, like a structured work-ordered day, care, an employment

program, housing, social opportunities, training, education and personal

advocacy. 

Potential Place is a psychosocial-based rehabilitation organization. Calgary's

Potential Place is one of 334 clubhouses worldwide.

The model was developed in the 1950s when a New York State-based psychiatric

hospital (Rockland Psychiatric Center) closed its doors and deinstitutionalised

people with mental illnesses began. Many former patients would gather to meet

and decided they needed a dedicated place to socialize, a place to work, and a

place to come back to.

The model has evolved into a clubhouse where members work side-by-side with

professionals in the operations of all accredited Clubhouses. 

It's not a typical clinical model where patients are pathologized and there is an

unequal power structure.  It is evidence-based recovery, and the World Health

Organization has looked at the model and outcomes in terms of hospitalizations,

reintegration into the community and real jobs, moving from homelessness to

housing and so on. 

Potential Place has been in Calgary for 27 years. It's the only accredited clubhouse

in Alberta. About 70 per cent of the member clients come to Potential Place via

Alberta Health referrals. 

Potential Place hosts day programs for young adults and adults, some of whom

need more fulsome support. Other Potential Place programs offer access to

employment, affordable housing, schooling and addiction resources.
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What is Potential Place?
What do we Do? (Cont)

Potential Place owns two apartment buildings and connects with other housing
organizations and advocates for the housing needs of all of its members.
The clubhouse has two main units: clerical, which includes marketing and
communications, membership, employment, housing, tours, orientations and
intakes, and a Café-bistro unit where members prepare food for point-of-purchase
sales, lunches every day, employment dinners, young adult dinners and full meals
on statutory holidays. 
Volunteers who work in the clubhouse develop relationships with members and
staff, boosting self-esteem and motivation, fostering job skills and instilling an
increased sense of purpose. It's known that having a purpose, job and structure
reduces hospitalizations. 
Potential Place looked at every member that participated at Clubhouse for three
years (from January 2016 through December 2018); their hospitalization rates
dropped by 50 per cent after becoming members at Potential Place.
The savings to the healthcare system and the social return on investment are
enormous, saving millions of dollars per year for those particular 681 people, in
avoided hospitalizations in subsequent years.

Potential Place currently has more than  2,400 members in Calgary. 

The organization has also struck up relationships with employers, such as local
Staples franchises, a prominent local law firm, OEB and NEMO restaurants, other
food service organizations, a printing company and other employers to arrange
part-time jobs for members. Potential Place staff members will personally train in
these jobs to understand which members might be a good fit. This approach also
allows staff to step in to do the job if a member is unable to work a shift. Working is
very empowering and an important part of recovery.
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Thank you to Donor!

Following Brett Wilson's successful Garden Party in June earlier this year, Potential
Place was awarded $50,000 to support young adult mental health. "We are
delighted and very grateful for this timely award," said Frank Kelton, Executive
Director of Potential Place Society. "Covid-19 has taken a big toll on mental health –
particularly those who had been struggling with chronic and persistent mental
health problems,” added Frank. Potential Place will use the proceeds to advocate
and support our young adults in the following areas:
1) Young adult education (courses of personal interest such as performing arts,
yoga, vocation training, or diploma programs).
2) Young adult housing (in Potential Place independent living Housing or in
supported living housing); case management support services from Potential Place
clinicians.
3) Young adult Clubhouse training (offered yearly at Progress Place Clubhouse in
Toronto)
4) Young adult social recreation activities and programming, including a trip to
Banff and two trips to Drumheller
5) Young Adult food program (hampers, lunches, employment dinners and social
recreation healthy snacks.

Thank you, Brett!
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This November, Potential Place Member Ryan R and Housing Coordinator Trent have
the opportunity to attend Clubhouse Training at Progress Place in Toronto. We are
very excited about this opportunity to learn and represent Potential Place! As part of
our preparation for training, we have put together several learning goals. These
goals will guide our time and training in Toronto, and we will be able to report back
to Potential Place on best practices and proven methodologies. Ryan and I will be
sure to report back to the Clubhouse with lessons learned on our return to
Clubhouse. 
GOAL – Membership
To improve Potential Place's Reach out and engagement with members.
Specifically, we would like to enhance engagement at the Clubhouse and target
members who are isolated or in the hospital for reach-out calls and face-to-face
meetings in order to encourage members to return to clubhouse. 
CURRENT SITUATION 
Potential Place does hundreds of random reach-out calls each month and tries to
connect new members with experienced members during their first week. 
GOAL – Functions of the House
To Improve our YAOP (Young Adults of Potential Place) programming, enhancing
reach-out programming and young adults' participation in the Work Ordered Day.
CURRENT SITUATION 
Currently, our YOAP program is struggling with low attendance and engaging young
adults on the Work Ordered Day. 

A Place of Hope in a
Community That Cares

Training Goals
-Trent & Ryan
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Expressing gratitude brings us into the moment. It draws
us to notice and appreciate the things that we often take
for granted. Below is a list of things a handful of things I
am grateful for:
·Having a place to live
·Food
·Clean Clothes 
·Water
·Tasty Lunches
·Friends and Family
·Computer Access
·The Clubhouse 
·The Sun 
·Nature
·A good night’s sleep
·A friendly smile 

Gratitude
-Brianna

We often remember to be grateful for big events, like birthdays, graduating from
school, getting married, or holidays like thanksgiving. It can be more difficult to feel
grateful for the small things we do every day. Jon Kabat-Zinn says, “The little things?
The little moments? They aren’t little.” Saying thank you, holding the door for
someone, these little moments can change the tone of your whole day. 
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What we think affects how we feel. If you do a quick google search on the benefits of
gratitude, you will find tons of studies about how gratitude supports your wellbeing
and fosters feelings of connectedness. 
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There are many ways we can express gratitude; the
key is to make it personalized to you and
something that can easily be built into your
routine. Below are some ideas to get you started: 
-Gratitude journal
-Gratitude jar 
-Meditation
-Gratitude Collage 
-Write a gratitude letter to someone 
-Pick one interaction a day- stop for a moment to
take note of moments of thanks and express them
-Watching inspiring videos 
-Call a loved one
-Share gratitude on social media
At the Clubhouse, we express daily gratitude’s and
accolated during our house meeting. This is a great
time to thank a colleague for something they have
done or a quality you have noticed about them. 
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Preparing for Winter
-Hannelore

Well, another season has come and gone
as we say goodbye to spring, summer and
fall as winter is coming just around the
corner. With the fall colours, we have to be
prepared for the temperature changes and
make sure that we are in good hands to
keep ourselves safe from the elements. 

Some outdoor plants like germaniums can
be brought indoors to keep them going
and then replanted in the spring. To help
get over the winter blues, most people will
start growing herbs indoors from seeds.

Keep safe and stay healthy!
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MONDAY BLUES
-Aravind

How many of us are having trouble going to school/college /work on Monday
morning? After an enjoyable and fun-filled weekend, many of us will be thinking
about getting up and getting ready to start our routine on Monday.

What is Monday Blues?
 "The ‘Monday Blues’ describe a set of
negative emotions that many people get
at the beginning of the workweek if
they’re not happy at work," says
Alexander Kjerulf, an international author
and speaker on happiness at work.
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Tips to handle Monday Blues
1. Identify the problem
 Find out what is troubling you at the
workplace. Try to understand the cause
and work on it to get peace of mind.
2. Prepare for Monday on Friday
Plan well in advance. Planning is key here.
You can try to complete possible tasks on
Friday evening before signing off to make
Monday morning easier.

3. Make a list of the things you're excited about
Generally, it is our habit to look into the difficult tasks ahead and worry about their
completion. Let's turn this around. Let's try changing the habit and start looking into
the stuff that makes us interested. Completing the interesting tasks will give us a sense
of satisfaction, which will be a booster for us to proceed with the upcoming days of the
week.

A Place of Hope in a
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 5. Get enough sleep and wake up early
Do practice sleeping a little early on
Sunday night and get up early on Monday.
Having some dedicated 'ME' time on
Monday morning definitely has a positive
impact on the overall productivity of the
week.
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6. Dress for success
Our attire reflects our mood. Try to dress at
your best on Mondays and in your favourite
colour. These elegant colours will radiate and
brighten the day and the mood.
7. Be positive
Being Positive is the Mantra for success.
Whatever the situation is, an optimistic
approach towards it always helps in clearing
the clutter and achieving success. Be positive
on Monday with the work on the table, and this
attitude helps in completing it on time with
quality.

8. Keep your Monday schedule light
It is a good strategy to keep Mondays a little free. It is also a good idea to plan

/schedule meetings on Tuesdays or Wednesdays so that you will have some time to

work on it on Monday, reducing the anxiety on the weekend.

9. Have a post-work plan
 Though Monday is the first day of the workweek, it is not mandatory that it should be

the most serious day of work. It is good to have a leisure evening plan so that you will

be looking forward to something that you relish and cherish.

We hope these tips will be helpful to you to Beat the Monday Blues and fly with

colouring victories! Happy Day!

A Place of Hope in a
Community That Cares
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ART SHOW

PLACE
VENUE 308

308 11 AVE SE #110,
CALGARY, AB T2G 0Y2

FREE
ENTRY MORE INFO: 403 216 9250

DATE: 25 NOV 2022
FRIDAY

TIME: 4:00 PM - 8:30 PM

Silent Auction

Potential Place's

Payment Options
Cheque or Cash
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Overcoming Depression:
Mind Over Marathon 
Bryan F.

I just watched a two-part
documentary on CBC entitled
Overcoming Depression: Mind Over
Marathon filmed by the BBC. One in
four Brits suffer mental health issues
at some time in their life.
In the ultimate test of mind over
matter, ten unlikely runners living with
or affected by mental health issues,
will train for the 2017 London
Marathon, one of the world’s most
famous endurance races. Prince
William, his wife Kate, & Prince Harry
have cameo appearances.

This British group, with basically no
running experience, battle depression,
PTSD, anxiety, OCD, etc. Their ages
range from their 20s to 40s.
A team of experts will help them in
their six-month training. Their boot
camp includes a running fitness coach,
a psychologist, and a nutrition expert. 
I've ran four marathons, 26.2 miles/42
kilometres, 195 metres, myself. Two
races were in Toronto, one in Ottawa,
and my fourth marathon was in Berlin,
Germany. I ran my last two marathons
under the milestone of three hours. 
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My Berlin race had over 15,000 international runners and over 100,000 screaming
spectators lining the streets of the course. The weather was 10C with some on and
off drizzle. It felt great to finish the race under three hours. 
My good friend, Dr. Ballenger, that ran the race with me, went to the famous
“Check Point Charlie.” This is one of the prisoner exchange locations during WW II.
We walked to the DDR [Deustche Demokratische Republik] border crossing. They
wanted 40 Deutschmarks or $30 CAD to cross into East Germany. Ron and I had
only four hours before our flight back to Munich. We said, “We’ll see the DDR next
year.” As history played out, the infamous Berlin Wall fell November 9th, 1989.
I truly believe that keeping physically fit is key to anyone surviving any mental
health issues.

The endorphins released by physical exertion are
critical in boosting one's mood and happiness.
I still run four kilometres, do a 100-metre wind
sprint weekly, and run 10 kilometres once a
month.
As winter approaches, I will be running and
walking three kilometres through my apartment
building’s hall, running on the Potential Place
treadmill, and playing sports at the MNP sports
complex. 
So, let’s set a winter fitness goal so we will be
ready for when spring 2023 arrives.

Bryan F.
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Potential Place like other Accredited Clubhouses as well as Clubhouses aspiring to and
working towards becoming accredited, are the 334 Clubhouses that constitute

Clubhouse International. 
 

Clubhouse International is deeply honored to receive the Honorary 2022 Pardes
Humanitarian Prize in Mental Health awarded by The Brain & Behavior Research
Foundation. The Pardes Prize recognizes the Clubhouse Model of psychosocial
rehabilitation as a rights-based approach to recovery that expands access to care
for people living with mental illness around the world.
 
The Pardes Humanitarian Prize in Mental Health is awarded annually to recognize
individuals and organizations whose contributions have made a profound and
lasting impact in advancing the understanding of mental health and improving the
lives of people who are living with mental illness. It focuses public attention on the
urgent need to expand mental health services globally.
 
“These talented and accomplished leaders are striving to expand the reach of
mental illness treatment here in the U.S. and around the globe. They serve as
extraordinary advocates for mental health and inspire us all to use our knowledge
toward the greater good for all humanity.” ~ Jeffrey Borenstein, M.D., President &
CEO of the Brain & Behavior Research Foundation

Clubhouse International Awarded
2022 Honorary Pardes Humanitarian Prize 

in Mental Health
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Dial an in-country number. If you dial a toll

number, your carrier rates will apply. You can

find the numbers on your meeting invitation

or view a full list of international dial-in

numbers. 587-328-1099

You will be prompted to enter the meeting ID -

the nine (9), ten (10), or eleven (11) digit ID

provided to you by the host, followed by #.

*6 - Toggle mute/unmute

*9 - Raise/lower hand

How to join a meeting or webinar by phone only

Phone controls for participants

The following commands can be entered via DTMF

tones using your phone's dial pad while in a Zoom

meeting:

Zoom Settings 
-Laura

Digital phones

Android use Google Play download the Zoom app

1.  Sign in with google if you have a Google account

2. Sign in with Facebook if you have a Facebook

account

3.  Sign in with your own email account

iPhone use the App Store download the Zoom app 

1.  Sign in with the apple app

2.  Sign in with your own email account

Using a flip phone or dial-up phone

NOVEMBER CHALLENGER 2022
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Choose your own name you want to be known

by.

Put in the following numbers first for House

Meeting: 908 448 3817. This meeting is at 9:15 am

and 1:00 pm, and for all other meetings at 1:30

pm, use this code (Café, Community, Health &

Wellness)

If you are joining the Clerical Unit, the code is 861

2906 9154 this will be at 9:30 am and 1:15 pm 

Café Meeting uses House code: 908 448 3817 at

9:30 am and 1:15 pm.

Getting to Know You Maria
I guess I just can't stay away, as this place is way too much
fun. I was all set to leave, but then the opportunity came
my way to work in community connections instead. I
joyfully accepted it! I apologize for the confusion. I have
been working at Potential Place for 10 whole adventurous
years. Most members know me, how obsessed I am with
watching Blue Jays games, also the Flames, going
shopping, kittens, and my biggest love of all, COFFEE. 

I was born in Guatemala City, speak Spanish, and have lived in Calgary since 1992. I

know Calgary like the back of my hand, so feel free to ask me where anything is and

how to get there. I dare you! I also have 2 teenage kids and love going on random

hiking trips. My favourite Clubhouse standard is #9- "Clubhouse staff are sufficient to

engage the membership, yet few enough to make carrying out their responsibilities

impossible without member involvement". My favourite movie is The Hobbit, and My

favourite thing to watch on TV is stand-up comedy, especially Kevin Hart and Ellen

Degeneres. 
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Today

SaveSave$ 20$ 20

Christmas Party
YOU ARE INVITED TO POTENTIAL PLACE'S

16 DECEMBER 2022

6:00 PM ONWARDS

DANISH CANADIAN CLUB

727 11 AVE SW, CALGARY, AB T2R 0E3

(NEAR SAFEWAY)
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Game Review
-Lino

Be patient, one piece at a time, because

quality always beats quantity. 

Be kind to yourself. your negative thoughts

can affect your confidence and esteem. Let

them come, but don't allow our negative

ruin your day and your concentration.

Give greater attention to detail. The ability to

capture small details can help us in all

aspects of our lives, especially at work. When

we are more detailed and precise, the

quality of our work improves.

Puzzles help you to develop problem-solving

skills and perspectives. 

Solving puzzles help reinforce existing

connections between our brain cells.

Hardship in doing a puzzle

What I learn doing a puzzle is working on your

mental health.

The skill I learnt was

Conclusion: Puzzles develop memory skills, as

well as the ability to plan, test ideas and solve

problems, and it's good for our mental health

too. 
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Cut 600gms of boneless chicken into
small or medium pieces and add them
to a bowl.
Add 1/8 tsp Turmeric
½ to 1 tsp red chilli powder (Mild Hot)
1 tsp Garam Masala (Indian Store)
1 tsp Ginger and Garlic Paste
1/3 teaspoon Salt
1 tablespoon Lemon Juice
½ cup Plain Yogurt
Mix all together and marinate a
minimum of 60mins to 24 hours
(refrigerated).

Ingredients to Marinate Chicken 
25 grams butter
3 tablespoon oil
1 bay leaf  &  4 Cardamoms
3 Cloves & Small Cinnamon piece
1 Star Anise
1 ½ cup sliced onions & 1 Chopped
Tomato
1 ½ tablespoon Ginger and Garlic
Paste
10 numbers Cashew nuts 
1 ½ teaspoon Garam Masala
1 teaspoon Cumin powder
2 teaspoon Coriander powder
Salt as required

Ingredients for Curry

Step:1
Heat a pan with butter and oil, put the chicken and fry for 10 to 15 minutes and keep
aside. 

Step:2
Heat a pan with butter and oil; add 1 bay leaf, 4 Cardamom, 3 Cloves, a Small
Cinnamon piece & 1 Star Anise; after 30 seconds, fry the onions and 1 ½ tablespoon
Ginger and Garlic Paste for 2 minutes. Then add 10 numbers of Cashew nuts & 1
Chopped Tomato, and cook them covered on medium heat until tomatoes break down
to a mush. 
Then add 1 ½ teaspoon Garam Masala, 1 teaspoon Cumin powder & 2 teaspoon
Coriander powder and, add 150ml water and stir for 2 minutes. Turn off the stove and
cool it down. 
Transfer it to the blender and grind it to super smooth. 
Heat a pan, pour the sauce, and add the fried chicken. Add some salt, and stir for 10
minutes. When the chicken is fully cooked, add 30ml of cream and turn off the stove. 
Delicious Butter Chicken Masala is ready. 

South Indian Butter Chicken Curry

Receipe of the Month

A Place of Hope in a
Community That Cares
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Creative Corner
The Phantom
 
I fear, I fear a phantom,
scratching, scratching on my door.
I fear, I fear a phantom,
creeping, creeping across the floor.
Oh, I wish I were no more;
with gentle spirits would I soar.
Then perhaps I would see
that the phantom was me—
and what this has all been for.

                                                                          -Wes

From: Peeking Out from the Cloakroom: -a poetry collection- by Wesley Earl Reid
(Potential Place Member) Available from Amazon.ca in paperback ($9.99) or as a
Kindle book ($4.99)
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Happy
Halloween
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Social Rec Calendar
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Health & Wellness Calendar
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Unit Meeting Calendar
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